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The smarter way to work together
SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub

SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub delivers business results smoothly throughout the Signavio Business Transformation Suite, making it even easier to collaborate with colleagues from all over the world. With the accelerated sharing of information, you generate more ideas, optimize processes, and reduce resistance to change.

SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub underpins transformational change for organizations across industries and geographies. Whether driven by the need to keep up with digital advances, the desire to protect a business from new challengers, or simply wanting to change direction, the sheer scope of business transformation requires new ways of creating value and innovation. Sometimes on a global scale. By leveraging a single source of truth for the entire organization, companies can utilize comments and sharing features, promoting next-gen collaborative and transparent working environments. The wisdom of the crowd and process mining is a powerful combination – but can your organization leverage it? With SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub, content is created collaboratively across investigations and next-gen transformation initiatives. This includes using Signavio Live Insights and transparency to drive a company’s digital and cloud strategies, including S/4HANA.

Signavio is very intuitive. Having all the information about process available in one place is a huge advantage for all employees.

Thomas Kuhn
HIRSLANDEN CoE Process Management Manager
One single source of truth

SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub is your single source of truth, where employees across offices and borders can meet to combine their work and expertise, with critical information available to all users in a single place.

Game-changer

➢ Read and comment on published content and process models, and preview new models before publishing
➢ Process participants can offer contextual feedback, with commenting available both at an individual task and process level
➢ Make quick, reliable, and consistent decisions based on common information. Easily create and share process definitions and requirements
➢ Find any process information relevant to your role using the advanced search function across the entire Suite

The evolution of collaboration

By allowing multiple participants to collaborate, SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub helps you avoid cumbersome, time-consuming email chains, or sifting through folders for the latest version of documents. Instead, responsibilities, roles, process hierarchies, and process steps can all be viewed at a glance and integrated with common collaboration/content platforms.

Game-changer

➢ Share the 'big picture' view of your process landscape with an intuitive presentation mode
➢ Quickly and easily create and share process definitions and requirements
➢ Track your most essential and most-used content for easy access
➢ Compare process models over time, visualize historical changes, and see updates
➢ Add comments to the discussion from notifications, providing better overviews
➢ Empower employees to stay updated on critical tasks
The key to successful business transformation

Process transparency and coherence are critical to any successful business transformation, and SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub makes information available to all users in a single place so that processes function smoothly and efficiently. Just as they should. This helps organizations to overcome strategic and operational challenges, by providing a way to bring the whole organization along on the journey of intelligent business transformation.

Game-changer

- Support process transparency and visibility by breaking down silos and encouraging knowledge sharing, collaboration, and engagement
- Leverage a solid foundation for consistency, standardization, and harmonization of activities across the whole organization, so everyone moves as one
- Make critical information available to all users in a single place, to avoid surprises and ensure new and changed processes function smoothly and efficiently
- Reduce time-to-value via access and creation capabilities across the entire Suite

Efficiency and effectiveness

Signavio offers the collaborative capability to implement business transformation at scale. The result: everyone in your organization is up to date and informed about the what, why, and how of their work. Challenges to successful transformation include organizational silos, with associated issues like conflicting priorities and goals, diluted effort, and employee resistance to decisions made based on incomplete or unclear data.

The Hub helps offer a solution to each of these problems, leading to enhanced efficiency and effectiveness across your whole business. This way, you can set new milestones in operational excellence and improve the way teams work, with clearly defined targets and structured responsibilities.

Game-changer

- Signavio’s intuitive spreadsheet-like feature, QuickModel, means process participants can be involved in process design – even if they have no experience
- See notifications about changes in processes and discussions relevant to users, with notifications for new comments on processes you’re involved with
- Read updates across events if the status of user comments are changed and a new revision for the process you’re involved with occurs
- Leverage seamless content creation, consumption and collaboration across the entire suite of Signavio products, so you complete tasks quicker
Signavio reduces the time taken to deliver value from your intelligent process mining initiatives, RPA at scale imperatives, end-to-end process orientation, collaborative efforts, customer excellence strategies... and more!

Boost your business transformation activities with a free 30-day test drive.

www.signavio.com/try